
“In the hurting there is hope,” Beth Weikel poignantly and
powerfully proclaims in this book birthed from her own
heartbreak. You won’t find pat answers or spiritual band-aids
in these pages, but you will discover the One who can love
you back to wholeness. Highly recommended.

—MARLENE BAGNULL, author,
director of Write His Answer Ministries

Beth is a trustworthy voice for those who search for hope
in the wake of unexpected, unwelcome loss. She tenderly
and transparently delivers truth from a heart that has known
its own life-altering bitterness and points the hurting to the
only source of unshakeable hope, Jesus Christ.

—MARSHÉLE CARTER,
founder, Hope for the Home Front, One Hope, Inc.

Beth Weikel compassionately leads her readers along the
pathway of loss—one that she herself has traveled many
times—and into the hope that passes all understanding. Her
devotionals allow readers to press through their darkest
journeys at their own pace, sometimes asking themselves
and God the hard questions, and finding the answers that
only His Spirit can reveal.

—EARL FRIESEN,
licensed marriage and family therapist

Beth has captured the heart of grief and the healing work
that it requires. She has walked through more grief than
most people ever will and has the credentials to help others
work through theirs. She has compiled her healing steps
into easy-to-digest, daily truths to begin the hard climb out
of grief into healing and joy again. 

—JONNI MCCOY,
author of Miserly Moms



Beth grabs her walking stick, holds out a lamp, and leads
those who grieve, hurt, suffer loss, and struggle with doubts
on a journey from where they are to where God is calling
them to go. As the reader climbs on the rocks of solid
truths, the journey culminates on the heights of faith, trust,
peace, hope, and joy.

—KIRKIE MORRISSEY,
author and Bible teacher

Perhaps I would never be able to adequately express 
my appreciation for the authenticity and depth of Beth’s
pilgrimage. Her faith and subsequent hope are soundly and
biblically grounded, which illumines the dark shadows of
sorrow with truth and light. Hers is, in my view, fruitful
and trustworthy counsel.

—ELAINE STEDMAN,
manager of raystedman.org
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For Chad—
Sing a new song to the Lord.
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For those individuals God brought into my life at just
the right time, I’m humbled and grateful. Most of this list
are comprised of those I didn’t even know before 2005. I
love them and how they have shown me faithfulness and
servanthood.

Kirkie, who trusted my instincts early in this fragile 
season and honored my request for placing me with the 
oldest discussion group at Women of the Word. The “Village
People,” eighty- and ninety-year-old matrons who were
brought to the study every Tuesday from their assisted living
by shuttle, proved to be even more than I expected. They
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knew what it was to trust God in all manner of trying times,
and their acceptance and love for me was a treasure. 

Great-hearted people like Marlene, a talented leader of
two nationally recognized Christian writer’s conferences,
author, and mentor of writers of all levels, became my shin-
ing example of grace. The Colorado Christian Writers Con-
ference, where we felt nurtured and encouraged, opened
many doors of training and opportunity for Dave and me. 

Our wise and persistent grief counselor, Earl, appealed
to our understanding and appreciation of God’s ways when
we needed insights. His availability and continuing support
buoyed us in the worst of times. He was used over the
course of many months to help grow our faith and push us
toward our call.

Those dear friends in the discipleship group (whose
names I’ve changed in this book) allowed me to come along-
side and share their tender times. Only God could know how
to heal us in community with the washing of His Word and
the safe vulnerability of being in His presence week after
week. I learned much from each one.

Wonderful Elaine, perhaps one of the most gracious and
humble servants of the Lord I’ve known, holds me spell-
bound. Her constancy amazes me. She continues to do her
best work, no matter the obstacles, by speaking truth with
eloquence and passion.
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Two glamorous and godly women, Jonni and Marshéle,
are walking in the aftermath of their own devastating cir-
cumstances. I see Jesus’ own beauty reflected in their
countenances, and I’m proud to know them. Their patient
endurance is a light for many.

Our ever-expanding by His design team are truly all-stars.
The Lord has hand-picked each one because of their gener-
ous hearts and many talents. Dave and I would never be able
to grow with this ministry were it not for His oversight and
provision. Their obedience to God in serving, behind the
scenes oftentimes, receives my utmost admiration.

Finally, for spiritual leaders of worthy organizations
naming the name of Christ who partner with us by inviting
Dave and me to share timeless truths in the strength only
the Spirit can provide, I offer thanks. Our experiences with
those under their charge will remain some of our sweetest
memories, for they confirm when we’re at our weakest, He
is strong through us.

May this volume of devotions be used as a fitting testi-
mony to God’s creative outpouring of His mercy and love
for those afflicted who don’t quit. His call beckons in all
times and in all places. May we all walk in hope in this
world until we see His face in the next. 
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The year 2005 changed everything. An unexpected
doctor’s report, an army chaplain coming to the door—and
the nightmare was just beginning. From there, loss upon
loss kept slamming me with body blows while I frantically
fought for breath. Life would never be the same. My search
for hope and a way through this devastation became the
central focus of this new life.

Now, after almost ten years of waiting and earnest prayer,
my husband and I are finally beginning to see a hope realized—
that God, our source of hope, is providing a measure of
restoration in our hearts and family, both fractured by severe
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loss. Our cooperation with grace and our ability to see life
renewed is only the work of the Lord of life. Life in all its
dimensions—profound yet simple every day. How we get
to the profound is through the simple—by paying attention
and finding our way by God’s design.

Trials inevitably come as a part of life in a fallen world,
but the tragic part is when someone becomes debilitated
and defeated by them and doesn’t continue to walk toward
truth and mercy and reach for that comfort, expectation,
confidence, and trust that is all a part of hope. We must find
a way forward, toward hope. The devotions that follow are
designed to be a guide through the various powerful emo-
tions and mind-sets that come with loss to help us journey
forward through trials and pain. 

These devotions are also a conversation, a tangible aid
that points to truth that matters—living out the principles
and pages of Scripture by the power of the Holy Spirit. He
is the Comforter, Teacher, and Helper who lives within the
believer. He removes the natural fear that accompanies
heartrending situations and replaces it with supernatural
peace. He makes the love of God tangible and hope in
Christ undeniable. He makes hope in Christ real.

Therefore, I offer this volume as transparent evidence
that the exalted God of the Bible is also personal, wise, and
tender. I invite you to examine similar evidence in your
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own life that God is at work, though you may be in the
midst of pain, and the way is oftentimes hard and slow.
Becoming a disciple is a lifelong process, filled with both
unspeakable joys and undeniable sorrows. Faith is required,
and faith based in hope proves unshakable. 

I invite you to come along with me, to seek Christ with
all your heart . . . your broken heart. I’ll show you mine.
Along the way, you’ll see purpose and resolve. There are
no insignificant lessons. Every day is an opportunity to see
His glory and our fallen tendencies. Hope in the Midst of
Loss supports just that. It develops God’s leading and truth
that is expressed in the tender times. None of this is fin-
ished yet. We are still walking on water with the Savior,
trying not to look down at the tempest below. 

The work we have ahead, however, is plain to see. It’s
learning compassion, balance, grace, and becoming real
underneath our exterior trappings. No distractions, just
community and its lessons. Finding the way through
includes presenting the problem, seeing the struggle, and
exposing the challenge and the choice, over and over. Jesus
shows the way. 

Read these devotions thoughtfully and carefully. Let the
Holy Spirit use these conversations, these visual aids, and
this teaching from His timeless Word. Give yourself time
and space to process your emotions, reach for truth, and
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grasp some promises. You will find and make meaning
again, and you’ll continue on, not frozen or numb any
longer. 

Join me on this journey, but don’t focus on me; look to
God and listen to His voice. Learn from His Word and see
its relevance. Plumb the depths of the pain and longing. Feel
safe and secure because of His promises. Let the Savior take
your hand, carry you, and offer His support and strength.
Redemption is near. Follow Him and be loved back to
wholeness.

Hope in the Midst of Loss
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ONE

LIFE IN THE UNEXPECTED



Following the events of 2005, it might have felt good to
scream, tear my clothes, or weep with every fiber of my
being. It might have felt very good, actually. Few would
have blamed me.

This season of loss that my husband, Dave, and I had
been walking through with the Lord has brought layer after
layer of events that rocked us and our world. We are not
the same people we were a few years ago.

Our oldest son, Ian, and his wife were army officers
who went to Iraq when the war started. Our daughter-in-
law left the army to give birth to our first grandchild, and
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My soul, wait in silence
for God only, for my

hope is from Him. He
only is my rock and 

my salvation, my 
stronghold; I shall 

not be shaken.

—Psalm 62:5–6



we were overjoyed even though we knew Ian still had one
more assignment left before he would leave the army. 

Shortly after that, I discovered a lump in my breast and
was diagnosed with early stage breast cancer. I was treated
with surgery and radiation and took a medical leave of
absence from my job as a high school teacher. During this
time, Ian was deployed back to Iraq. 

Four months into his tour, Ian’s Humvee was struck by a
roadside bomb and he was killed. Our family reeled in the
aftermath. My other son and two daughters-in-law handled
their grief very differently from Dave and me, and we felt
like the bomb had blown us apart, damaging and distorting
our previous relationships. These relationships became more
and more strained, often without Dave and me realizing it.

Days after the first anniversary of Ian’s death, we entered
another season of loss in which we saw our remaining three
parents go home to be with the Lord: my mother and father,
who had been divorced for most of my life and lived one
thousand miles away in different directions from us, and
Dave’s dad, who had lived in our town the last twenty-plus
years and had been in declining health. 

Several months after that, we got another scary phone
call from a hospital chaplain to tell us that our remaining
son had been in a terrible car accident. At the ER, the doc-
tor told us that he might not live and that the next few days
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would be critical. After nearly a month, our son came home
from the hospital to slowly recuperate. 

What is a person to make of all this?

THE RAWNESS OF GRIEF

Unger’s Bible Dictionary has a lot to say about mourn-
ing, and it presents quite a number of Greek and Hebrew
words used for it in the Bible. The definition I’ll be using,
however, is “expressed grief at death, or calamity endured.”
This source also details the various occasions and modes
of expression for mourning that were commonly used,
many quite different from what people in American society
are used to. In fact, people in the US have to be reminded
to do this grief work. 

In many cultures around the world, people in grief were
recognizable by their choice of dress: black or somber col-
ors, sackcloth, tearing of their clothes, lack of ornamenta-
tion, and even sitting in or sprinkling ashes on themselves.
They may even shave their heads or pluck their beards. The
expressions of grief usually include weeping and silence
or withdrawal for a time, but in some cultures this alone
would seem too reserved. 

In biblical times, mourners, their relatives, and even hired
mourners would offer up loud lamentation and howls of grief;
screams and noisy utterances could be heard to swell in the
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air whenever there was death or calamity. In Moses’ day,
“a great cry” went up from Egypt from every household
where the firstborn was killed, because of Pharaoh’s hard-
ened heart (Ex. 12:30). Job tore his clothes and shaved his
head (Job 1:20), mourners cried out when Jairus’s daughter
was thought to be dead (Luke 8:52), and even Jesus himself
wept when Lazarus died (John 11:33–35). We can and
should acknowledge and release the emotions that come
with great loss.

But today we dismiss the impact of loss with our sani-
tized practices and euphemistic language. People say some-
one has “passed away” not “died,” the service to recognize
this occasion is usually quick, and the mourners are sup-
posed to be strong and not make anyone uncomfortable by
displaying their grief. 

Perhaps that’s why we sometimes fail to express our
pain. In loss I’ve learned to express grief thoroughly,
though not always publicly. Sharing grief with the Lord
when triggered by strong emotion, rather than viewing this
as irrational, becomes God’s gift to me to empty my well
of sadness before Him.

Though God provides His offering of grace and renewed
hope daily, I know He wants us to connect with Him through
mourning songs. They are every bit as honoring to Him as
our praise. 

Life in the Unexpected
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GOD IN LOSS

When we come before God in our pain we gradually
begin to realize something profound: God is in control and
is working out His plan in and through us. There are no
random acts with the Lord; He is still sovereign. However,
we can’t go back to what we knew, what we had, or how
we were. We can only go forward with our almighty, ever-
faithful, loving, caring God, who is working out His plan
in all our lives. He can redeem any situation and restore
our hearts as we cling to Him alone and let Him take us
through the fire and the flood. But getting to that place,
where these truths uphold our hearts so we can move for-
ward, where we begin to see the lessons revealed only from
the heights along the way, that’s a journey. A journey toward
hope. 

HOPE APPLIED

How do Westerners, and American society in particular,
show grief over loss, whether death or calamity? 

What can we learn from those in other cultures?
When losses pile up and life becomes overwhelming,

what truths can we hold on to?

The Lessons of Loss
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HOPE DEFINED

Feet that walk challenging paths naturally seek high
places of faith where they can leap like a deer (see Hab.
3:19). Survival requires it. Survival requires hope.

Hope sustains, comforts, energizes, and makes us want
to hold on and believe one more time. It plumbs the depths
of our doubt to sink pillars of expectancy into bedrock and
provides a place for our souls to anchor. It offers aspiration
and assurance, not empty reverie or vain longings. But
where can we find hope today?

Philosophers throughout the ages have attempted to
define hope’s boundaries and discover its source: you can
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Hope is patience 
with the lamp lit.

—Tertullian



think your way to hope. Hope in science is another way
some have tried to provide its lasting rewards: research and
invention equal hope. Philanthropy and charity are often
extended to encourage the hopeless: hope through rescue.
Finally, politicians promise hope in exchange for our votes:
elect the person with the right rhetoric, and hope can be
achieved. These things may offer a semblance of positive
possibilities. But are they enough? Do they offer true and
lasting hope for our hurting hearts?

Hope is the treasure of the gospel message in its fullest
dimension, each facet a jewel, necessary and precious to
the spirit in need. But learning the character of hope is a
process. Hope doesn’t panic, run, or act foolishly. Hope
rests, trusts, stays, and receives strength. It sings songs of
salvation only the troubled soul can learn. Hope endures in
the midst of defeating prospects. It sees open doors of
opportunity when the way isn’t clear yet. Hope is super-
natural. 

The God of the Bible pours out His everlasting hope for
us in the pages of His Word. However, our eyes need to be
trained to see it. Spiritual vision originates with spiritual
rebirth. Only with a renewed mind and receptive heart can
we ask God’s Spirit to point the way and teach its lessons.
Hope comes with a Guide. We can learn to recognize its
features every day, no matter the obstacles placed in our

Hope Defined
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path. “Do not anxiously look about you. . . . Surely I will
help you” (Isa. 41:10).

Hope is defined as “expectation of future good,” yet it
affects not just the future but all of life, including today.
How can it be applied to our here-and-now tribulations?
Where is the courage and joy that testifies to a life blessed
right now? How can we, like David, exclaim, “I saw the
LORD always in my presence . . . at my right hand, so that
I will not be shaken” (Acts 2:25)? How can we lay claim
to being “born again to a living hope” that Peter spoke of
(1 Pet. 1:3)? How can we even declare, like Paul, that “hav-
ing such a hope, we use great boldness in our speech” 
(2 Cor. 3:12), especially when dark times seem to over-
whelm the light?

The writer of Hebrews urged us to “have strong encour-
agement,” we who have fled for refuge, to “take hold of the
hope set before us. This hope . . . an anchor of the soul . . .
both sure and steadfast” (Heb. 6:18–19). Abraham was spo-
ken of as demonstrating a “hope against hope” in a “God,
who gives life to the dead and calls into being that which
does not exist” (Rom. 4:17–18). How can we experience
that kind of hope? 

The answer is through the One in whom we place our
hope. “We exult in hope of the glory of God. . . . And hope
does not disappoint, because the love of God has been
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poured out within our hearts through the Holy Spirit who
was given to us” (5:2, 5). In this way, we “have peace with
God through our Lord Jesus Christ,” and can even proclaim
that “we also exult in our tribulations” (vv. 1, 3). 

Later Paul, the writer of Romans and no stranger to
tribulations himself, continued in this vein: “For in hope
we have been saved, but hope that is seen is not hope. . . .
We hope for what we do not see” (8:24–25). Going even
further, Paul explained that our responses to hardships will
reflect this attitude if we can “present [our] bodies [as] a
living and holy sacrifice” (12:1) in worship, and not be
conformed to the ways of this world, but have our minds
renewed and transformed. And by that, he said, we “prove
what the will of God is” (v. 2). Paul discovered that kind
of hope amidst his trials and that same hope is available
to us.

This is not a religion of shoulds and oughts, which could
never help us through our troubled times. It’s a faith in a
powerful God who watches over us, upholds us, and
changes us. Our lives will glorify God and show a watching
world His attributes. Real people in real life have proven
this. Our models are found throughout the pages of Scrip-
ture. They retrace the transforming love of God and testify
to finding life after brokenness. They give a context to
God’s mercy and power in a world lost in its own darkness.

Hope Defined
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They show what God can do in and through the lives of
people just like us.

HOPE APPLIED

What is hope? What is it not?
What aspect of hope can you praise God for?
What makes hope difficult?

Life in the Unexpected
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Many of us have experienced seasons in which wave
after wave of difficulty floods our souls. Just as we break
the surface of one, another washes over us. I certainly
experienced that. At those times, it can be easy to wonder
why we haven’t moved past our desperate longing for
hope.

We actually never outgrow our need for hope. Life in all
its dimensions requires hope—in good and bad times. Hope,
by Webster’s definition, is “comfort, expectation, confidence,
trust.” This isn’t hope in just anything, however. The object
of our hope is important. What do we hope in and why?
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If it were not 
for hopes, the 

heart would break.

—Thomas Fuller



Take a moment and ponder what or whom you truly put
your hope in.

Some of us hope in ourselves or in others whom we
admire, but sooner or later we discover the limitations of
that kind of human hope. In the very experiences of life,
we can see that this particular source of hope runs out, dis-
appoints, and is unworthy of our confidence. None of us,
no matter how much we want to, can fulfill our own needs,
or another’s, without fail. 

The one source that merits this measure of trust is 
God. The Bible abounds with examples of men and women
who found their faith in this living Lord rewarded—even
when their outward circumstances seemed not to budge.
Even in the waiting they found comfort and strength to
believe. When the storms stirred the seas around them, they
discovered how to stand atop the churning foam with the
One who walks on waves. But wait—walking on water,
wind-tossed or otherwise, isn’t really possible, is it? When
the storm rages, it doesn’t seem so.

Hope is action, however, not a stagnant ideal. Hope
delivers the impossible. The book of Job shows us conver-
sations Job had with himself, his wife, his friends, and his
God. Despite Job’s foundation of faith, he wrestled with
the practical implications of holding on to a living hope.
As we observe this process, the lessons for us are timely.
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Job not only declared what he knew of God, but also
addressed the attacks on him.

DOES LIFE MAKE SENSE?

“I am a joke to my friends, the one who called on God
and He answered him; the just and blameless man is a
joke” (Job 12:4). Been there? Job went on to lament, “He
who is at ease holds calamity in contempt” (v. 5). In other
words, it’s hard for others to appreciate or accept our “suf-
fering need” if they haven’t been there themselves. Most
of us have felt the frustration of feeling like “people just
don’t understand.” Job also recognized that life isn’t nec-
essarily fair: “The tents of the destroyers prosper, and those
who provoke God are secure” (v. 6). Apparently we’re
hardly the first ones to feel that way. Yet Job spoke of the
power of a God “in whose hand is the life of every living
thing, and the breath of all mankind” (v. 10). He relied on
a God who is as trustworthy as He is powerful: “With Him
are wisdom and might; to Him belong counsel and under-
standing” (v. 13).

We, like Job, may not understand God’s ways, but we can
declare our hope in God. Though His ways are mysterious
and stretch our faith to its limits, our expectation remains
secure because of His character. The God of the Bible
doesn’t lie, nor does He give false promises. Job recognized
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that he must allow God to be God. His plans are absolute,
though troublesome and even crushing at times. 

But somehow Job looked past the present, and possibly
continued and compounded, suffering. He knew God sees
all even when He appears silent, and Job knew his life
belonged to God. He realized the counsel of his friends was
hollow; they didn’t speak for his God. We might do well to
remember this when others offer counsel that inaccurately
represents our God. Despite everything, Job believed his
God would come through: “Though He slay me, I will hope
in Him. Nevertheless I will argue my ways before Him”
(13:15–16). Although Job trusted God, that didn’t mean he
couldn’t be honest with Him about the situation and how
he felt about it.

Job’s friends wanted no ambiguity and expected a pre-
dictable Supreme Being. Job said to them, “How long will
you torment me?” (19:2). He told them, in effect, “I can’t
explain it; I just see this darkness—my way is walled.
Everyone has been removed from me, and those I love have
turned against me. For now, I am stricken; pity me.” Yet
even with such pain he somehow could say, “I know that
my Redeemer lives, and at the last He will take His stand
on the earth” (v. 25). Even if the worst should happen, God
would still hold Job in His hands. Job knew, “Even after my
skin is destroyed, yet from my flesh I shall see God . . .
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whom my eyes will see and not another” (vv. 26–27). A
forsaken person, a wicked person, cannot say this. Job’s
assurance was resolute, however, despite his pain-filled
emotions. Ours can be too.

After more wrangling with these comforters-turned-
accusers, Job expressed his earnest desire for an audience with
almighty (seemingly absent) God. Once more he felt free to
pour out his pain-filled heart before God, even though God
seemed distant: “Oh that I knew where I might find Him. . . .
I would present my case before Him and fill my mouth with
arguments. . . . Behold, I go forward, but He is not there, and
backward, but I cannot perceive Him” (23:3–4, 8).

Though God seemed far away, an important truth—one
Job understood only by faith—sustained him, just as it can
us: “But He knows the way I take; when He has tried me,
I shall come forth as gold. My foot has held fast to His path;
I have kept His way and not turned aside. . . . I have treas-
ured the words of His mouth more than my necessary food.
But He is unique and who can turn Him? And what His
soul desires, that He does. For He performs what is
appointed for me” (vv. 10–14).

Armed with this truth, we can have hope that if God’s
path, the one He’s appointed for us, calls us to traverse
tumultuous seas, with eyes trained on the Savior, He’ll
steady us in embrace and buoy us above the waves.
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HOPE APPLIED

How have you seen “human hope” run out?
How is hope an action?
What life principles and lessons about God do we learn

from the account of Job?
How do you identify with Job?
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Sorrows visit all of us in many forms: job layoffs, doctor reports,
divorces, foreclosures, prison sentences, natural disasters, or deaths
of loved-ones. But sometimes it is through brokenness that God can
reach deepest into a heart. Beth and Dave Weikel help readers see
the God of hope in Scripture, inviting them to follow His way through
the darkness of suffering, and into His very real, here-and-now light.
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